Additional Information

Article 10 Watershed Land Acquisition Amendment

What is Zone A in the Watershed? Zone A is the area within 400 feet of a reservoir or 200 feet of a tributary. DEP recommends a water supplier have control over the Zone A through either ownership or restrictions.

Recommendations a water supplier have control over the Zone A through either ownership or restrictions.

Zone A is the area within 400 feet of a reservoir or 200 feet of a tributary. DEP

What is Zone B in the Watershed? Zone B is the area within 7% mile of a reservoir and within the watershed. (If the %

but not residential.

No solid waste combustion facilities
No junk, salvage, or motor vehicle repair operations
No uncovered/uncontainined storage of fertilizer, manure, or de-icing materials
No sand and gravel operations
No burial or crematories
No livestock, standing or feeding livestock/domestic animals within 700 feet of a reservoir or tributary
No new septic systems and/or liquid tanks and replacement systems cannot be bigger than existing ones, (includes accessory tanks)
Secondary containment required for aboveground storage tanks (for new ones - existing ones are
Here is a summary of them:

What can a property owner do in Zone A? A Restrictions are included in a variety of state and local regulations.